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EDffORlA!.

N o apologies for the theme running through this issue - all to do with some chap
spotting morris dancers a hundred years ago and bothering to make notes . There are
several aspects linked either directl y to the Cecil Sharp - William Kimber meeting or
about respon ses to the way morris is headin g .
Looking to the future - how are we going to capture the morris that is going on now
and in the next few decades ? Who is out there collecting it? Ro y Dommett and
Keith Chandler in particular have been very active in collecting morris history ,
notating and filming dances - their efforts have been wonderful but who is coming on
to replace them ?
What sort of repertoire should teams be looking for ? Are the jig teams right in looking
especiall y at the perfomance side of the dance to attract - and hold - the attention of
the potential audience when there are so many competing calls on their eyes and
ears ( and money!) - even if it's only the special offer at the supermarket that you are
dancing outside.
Please respond to the ideas expres sed by our writers - or let us know what you 're
doing .
Beth
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JIG 'fEAN\5- 'fHE 'NAYFOR'NARD?

This topic was suggested by the number of jig teams emerging , appearing at festivals
and wondering where this will lead - is it the future of morris ? Ho w many of these
teams have you spotted around ? Are they a good thing , are they elitist , are they
encouraging new dancers as an idea of what to aim for, are they moving too far aw ay
from what morris is, or was? Are you part of a jig team and need to project yourself
more widel y?

Bee Team
The Bee Team are Mary Jo Searle and Penn y Gillett
I'm not sure how long we'v e been dancing together - probabl y about 5 years . We
gave our first impromptu performance in a pub in Glasgow , while on a Clydeside
Rapper tour with Hammersmith Morris and afterwards we decided to practise together
for future occasions as we didn 't dance in the same team. The name was a reference
to the tradition s that we dance ; we started with Bledington , Bucknell , Badb y and
Brackle y; later adding Bampton and our own dances which we refer to as the Borough
dances .
The kit was chosen to be fairly minimal and practical but still recognisabl y "morris "
We wear black jeans , white shirts and black and yellow armbands . The colours were
suggested by the team name . I don 't think the musician - dancer interaction is any
more important than it is in a set dance . You only have one person to concentrate on
and so do they.
There are only two of us in the Bee Team - so any double jigs have to involve dancing
and playing at the same time - or some creative changeovers. Our repertoire includes
several solo jigs each , 4 double jigs and one proces sional, but it is the double jigs that
we enjoy most and so do most audiences - especiall y non-morris audiences .
We' ve danced at festivals, tours with other teams and we 'v e even done solo pub tours
in Central London [I got bitten by a small dog on the last solo tour!] but the human
audience are usuall y very friendl y. Perhaps the y find two dancers less intimidating
than a whole team. It can be difficult to stop talking and get back to dancing - or on
to the next pub.
I don 't know how long the team will last. Until we run out of ideas? We 're working
on a new double jig at the moment. This one uses two dancers wielding three sticks
and one three-holed-pipe between them. Publicit y is mainl y by word of mouth . We
do give out business cards to interested people . It can be hard enough explaining
what morris teams "do". The best way to understand a jig team is to see it in action.
M J Se arl e
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Ditchling Morris

Ditchling Morris was established some 15 years ago as a mixed family side with both
juniors and seniors and now consists of approximately 30 members. The jig team
was formed about three years ago from within the main side to provide variety \vithin
the performance. The members are Harriet and Annie Vail, John & Ann Bacon , Kara
and Diana Waterfield, Alison Deacon , James Barry and Emma Smith. The core
tradition is Bucknell , but Adderbury, Hinton in the Hedges, Bledington , Raglan,
Bampton , Lichfield and some Border and Molly are also danced. The jig group was
started for those members who were interested in performing to a high standard and to
demonstrate their better dancing skills. The name and kit remain the same as the
principal Morris group, however most prefer to wear breeches because it enables the
dance to be better shown.
We have decided to have only one musician - to improve dancer/musician interface
and we believe that the two should work together closely as a team since the 'dancer
enables the music to be heard while the music makes the dancer seen' (Six Fools and
a Dancer) . The jig group tries to project the quality of the dance and the dancer's
skills especially those of the younger generation in the main team.

The jigs danced at present are;
- Bonnet so blue (Bucknell)
- My Lord of Sherborne (Sherborne)
- Go and enlist (Sherborne)
- Blue -eyed stranger (Raglan)

- Ladies of pleasure (Bledington)
- Over the sticks (Sussex dance)
- Bacca Pipes (Headington)
- Broom dance (Bradnich)

4
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All ji gs are performed either as single, double or multiple ji gs, and the aim is to show
somethin g a little different from the usual solo jig . We have entered two of our
dancers , Kara and Harriet in the annual John Gasson solo jig competition at the
Sidmouth Internationa l Folk Festival on a regular basis where both dancers have done
exceptionall y well and blossomed as a result of their experience .
John Bacon

Frame Valley ( Morris) Jig Team
We have always danced jigs . In 1996 we could not raise a full team for an Arts
Festival gig so four dancers practised a range of one- to three- person dances
specificall y for the event. In 1997 three dancers went to Rochester Sweeps Festival
and in 1997-8 the side began practising and dancing adaptations of set dances for
three , four or five dancers , with altered figures and choruses so that invitations could
be accepted by small number s.
We dance in the side ' s kit, white shirts, trousers , sash/rosette and armbands , mostly
without hats and there is a core of three dancers and one musician , aged 22 to 55,
with a total of over 70 years dance experience ... .. .. with four others who can also
contribute . No-one knows all the dances - not all the FVM team are interested in this
project and only the three core dancers are fully aware of what is involved.
We aim to present English Traditional "Cotswold" Morris dances in a way accessible
to the general public on the streets, building on the past to put it in a current context .
We recognise that in the last few years Morris dancers have faced increasing
competition from other street performers , especiall y circus and theatre skills based
individuals and groups , many of whom are not only technicall y talented but can
present a show well. It is no longer enough, if it ever was, to bumble around while
someone states that a dance is from some village somewhere .
For a show, we give a set length ohime for the performance , sometimes starting with
a small procession , and/or musical interlude. We have one, sometimes two ,
presenters /MC ' s who give "interlea ves" - link passages between dances which
contain jokes , mimes, visual humour , balloons and some explanation . These
interlea ves are part rehearsed and part improvised and the dances follow immediatel y
on being announced . At least one dance involves a costume change from the normal
kit. This gives coherence and the effect of a performance . Collection of money is
announced at key parts of the performance
The dances are all "traditional " Morris jigs , but vary from traditional performance to
more specificall y choreographed movements . The same dance will have different
choreograph y for different numbers of performers . They have different characters ,
including overtly energetic , ground covering, precise and competiti ve. In addition we
have some more (in morris terms) novelty items, featuring fire. Currentl y these
involve a Fieldtown I Leafield fighting dance, with a story about good and evil, for
two dancers on small wooden boards which are set on fire.
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This developed from attending a Dartmoor stepping workshop and the comment by
a Fieldtown dancer that their jigs were danced within a foot of the ground. There is
also a single jig with blazing chains instead of handkerchiefs and a twirling dance
with a flaming stick . Another in the preparative stage is a dance for two using road
cones which has co-operative and competitive elements. These are perceived as
unusual and add variety for the audience but whatever the format they are also
recognisably "Cotswold Morris ". The range of dance types and interleaves provides
the dynamics for the performance . Two dances involve the musician in the
choreography - we prefer one melody musician with/out a drum .
We took place in the InJigNation project in Brighton in August 1998 as comperes and
performers. This autumn / winter ( 1999) we intend to produce publicity material leaflets etc and circulate possible bookers / events including Folk Festivals , Juggling
Conventions , Arts Festivals and Arts Centres . We are prepared to adapt the current
street based performance to a more fonnal setting to do this but without adding other
things - actors , songs , scripted dialogue etc. We are looking at 30 minutes or so.
Any other ideas? Lottery funding - I have the forms and am about to start filling
them in.
Our future - either we stop- unlikely as ages range from 15 to 55, we carry on, or we
evolve. Current discussion centres on a specific name , possible Trunkles Attak , and
an extension into additional props - an entry portal, themed sketches for interleaves
and a storyline linked to historical events and current issues , with use of a musician
backed by dub/drum ' n'bass tapes for some dances .

- see also Letters page for another aspect of jigging.
Outside Capering Crew

Frome
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Outside Capering Crew
The Out side Capering Crew now number s Simon Pipe , Brian Mander, Sue Graham
and Tracy Seelig
I knew a jig team could work thanks to an ad-hoc , three person tour of the extremel y
remote Chatham Island in the South Pacific . It turned out that I was to be there at the
same time as Eric Mackenzie of the City of Auckland Morris Dancers , so we took our
bells . I played pipe and tabor for a solo by Eric but otherwise we danced to my wife ' s
singing . With four dances we sustained a well-received tour round four stands. Eric,
a plant scientist , was late for the start; we found him, eventually, in the hospital
garden , discovering a previously unkno wn leaf fungus .
We didn 't initiate the Outside Capering Crew .... it simply emerged from the flames .
The creational furnace was the Extraordinar y Frost and Fire show at the 1996
Sidmouth Festival; a celebration of the British Ritual year. Brian Mander and I
teamed up to represent the morris, and, with Mark Rogers on melodeon , we made our
debut on the main arena stage, dancing Princess Royal in the style of Bampton-in -theExtreme . It was actually a solo fire dance, though , rather than the morris , that had led
to our joining the cast in the first place . We don 't do fire now .... the penalty for
manslaughter is discouraging and besides , it messes up your whites !
Having got a taste for masochism , we asked the festival to book us as a jig team the
following year. This was rash ; our entire repertoire lasted about three minutes and by
this time Brian and I were no longer living in the same Bedfordshire village but for
eight months we'd be five thousand miles apart . The following summer , we created
four new dances from scratch in the space of four weekends and a Sunday morning .
They included bacca pipes, a comic face-slapping number and a pleasing but not
exciting dance in the style of Ascot-under -the- influence . The two Bacca Pipes jigs
were almost identical but we never told the audience that.
We called ourselves the outside Capering Crew because it was flippant , like our
dances and we wanted to convey the idea that we were a company of street
entertainers , who just happened to dance morris, we deliberatel y avoided the word
Morris in the name because it would give people a false pre-conception .
Doing Sidmouth with five dances was, like Brian , rather hairy and scary. We had
spots that just didn 't work but we got away with it and we experienced exhilaration
and satisfaction of a kind we've seldom known in the safety of a set. It' s still like
that. Jig dancers have to work harder than a full morris side to have any impact.
We 're after excitement , so we fill the space and we drive the pace . Our shows have a
touch of rawness, this is street dance, not high art . It has more edge if there ' s a
chance of it going wrong [so our show must have a lot of edge ...... ]. Mishaps often
add to the show.
Our dances have to work harder too so we make our Cotswold numbers distincti ve
and elaborate . We fill them with novel ideas and cheap gimmicks , pinched from
sources including music hall and ji ve We'v e worked up novelty dances, such as a
7
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pint-pot jig and a hat dance, with tricks learned from jugglers ,. And we 'v e made a
special point of exploring some of the dusty corners of the morris; thus we now have
six "bacca pipes" routines and a couple of broom dances and we're working on a
fool ' s jig - or two.
We ' ve also just introduced The Happy Man , an Adderbury clap-song in which we
simply stand and sing, with sticking in the chorus . Some like it, some don 't We've
never seen it done and yet it's the nearest thing we come to the tradition as collected .
We 're learning how to involve the musicians more ; the Happy Man was made
possible because three of them - Barry Goodman , Mark Rogers and John Leslie - can
sing. Lawrence Wright won't and we thank him for it The musicians just happened ;
no one player could make every fixture , so more came on board . Playing together ,
they give us more power , as individuals, we think they 're superb.
But if we'd planned it, we wouldn't have had four ruddy melodeons . Even with the
massed band of the Squeezebox Army, we found we couldn't sustain a high-energy
street show Not in middle age anyway . Between dances , we ' d collapse , gasping , and
lose the crowd and the dancing area . Turn-and-tum about with other teams often
means losing the business that makes the difference between a display and a full-on
performance . So now we are four dancers . And one of them - splutter - wears a
necklace and earrings in the team colours .
Sue and Tracy from Windsor Morris, both Sidmouth jig champions , are a team within
the team , they have their own repertoire , so we haven't had to match styles . The
basic approach remains the same, but now there ' s more variety. They 're fine dancers
but what matters is that they 're not very tall [seriously]. With their arrival we were
finally able -at this year ' s Chippenham festival - to stage the sort of street show we'd
been aiming at But strictly speaking , we no longer perform only jigs . Our big finish
is really a "set" dance ... a mildly madcap , four person , bacca pipes, And thanks to
Sue [who's good with her hands] we 're becoming an ensemble ; four musicians , four
dancers and four ... others .
So maybe as a jig side we 're selling out So buy now while sticks last!
Simon Pipe

The Outside Capering Crew are booked at Sidmouth and Stroud festivals for 1999.

Zhiggy Zhiggy Zhiggy

ZZZ are Gary Munnelly, Steve Howe and Richard Colbert .
They were probabl y the first jig team around - certainly they' re the first ones I saw ,
several years ago ( editor). Their repertoire is double or single jigs loosely based on
traditional Cotswold jigs .
8
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For anyone who hasn 't seen them - it is impos sible to describe a "backwards " jig till
you 'v e seen it done . But it is extremely effecti v e. Like the Crew - the y want to get
nearer to people - the y are street entertainment - the y like adapting to a situation .
Spontaneit y and enjoyment are keywords
Why th e name ? It is a pun of some sort or, as Gary put it, all the good names had
gone ..
The kit - black T-shirt , black jeans , black shoes , black hankies - is a
minimalist / opposition approach to the standard Cots wold kit of whites .. or, more
prosaicall y, " we all had black jeans "
What prompted the start of ZZZ? The three knew one another , were alread y dancing
in various teams and hadn 't agreed with everything going on in the teams the y danced
with- so they formed one of their own . An element of anarch y can be detected ! The
ideal venue is anyw here with a crowd - not for them the pub with no audience . They
find the y are good at attracting audiences , but not so good at keeping them I The team
have no reason to stop dancing - age may get in the way
They don 't publicise themsel ves - just seek crowds !
watching . Even if the y'r e not quite sure what's happening!
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Although the millennium will be a reason for mass excitement if not hysteria, for
morris dancer s 1999 is the year to celebrate . The historic meeting between Cecil
Sharp and Headington Quar ry Morris Dancers on Boxing Day 1899 was a cultural
milestone and 100 years later we morris dancers can look back and truly understand
why we are here.
Alread y we have been treated to the re-release on CD of many old recordin gs by
Topic in the series , "The Voice of the People ". Reg Hall has done a brilliant job on
selectin g the tracks and two of the volumes , You Lazy Lot of Bone-Shakers and Riga-Jig-Jig include fine recordings of morris musicians such as Jinky Wells, Arnold
Woodle y, Bertie Clark, Stephen Baldwin as well as performances by Abingdon
Traditional Morris Dancers , Ripon Sword Dancers , Abbots Bromle y Horn Dancers
and the Britannia Coconut Dancers .
Not only is William Kimber of Headington Quarry Morris Dancer s featured in the
Topic series but also on a CD recently put together by Derek Schofield and released
by EFDSS . This CD is called Absolutel y Classic - The music of William Kimber.
It was also the promise of celebrations of Cecil Sharp ' s achievements in 1999 that
prompted the play about Mary Neal performed in 1998 at Sidmouth International
Festival of Folk Arts and again at Hastings Jack in the Green Festival 1999. Some of
us felt that Cecil Sharp ' s success in promoting folk music and dance had
overshadowed the substantial efforts of others involved in the folk revival. One such
person was a lady called Mary Neal who pursued the idea of disseminating the
dances .

So in 1998, a theatrical performance designed to raise the profile of Mary Neal 's
contribution to morris dancing was finall y produced . It was only possible with the
help of dedicated teams of dancers , total enthusiasm from Sally Wearing and Janet
Dowling and thorough research on Mary Neal ' s life by Roy Judge. The play was
called, ''M ary ea! - the true spirit of morris dancing " . The unexpected added bonu s
was to have Mary' s grand-niece Luc y Neal in the audience at Hastings , herself
director of the London International Festi val of Theatre , who shared our enthusiasm
for Mar y Neal's tremendous contribution to the current morris world .
So we move on to the great man himself Whatever we think about Sharp 's attitudes
and means of persuasion , he was very focused in his intentions and devastatingl y
effecti ve. He left an indelible mark on English culture and a legacy in the form of a
living and vibrant tradition of morris dancing which has continued for the last hundred
years It seemed appropriate to celebrate Sharp ' s historic meeting with William
Kimber and the Headington Quarry Morris Dancers and this has been planned for
1999 at Sidmouth International Festival of Folk Arts.
The show is titled FLASHBA CK: A hundred years of the wild glory and timeless
glitter that is English dance - discovered and introduced to you by Cecil Sharp (with
some help from William Kimber ). The show will be on the Arena Theatre on Monday
10
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evening 2nd August There is certainly glitter in the line-up - traditional teams include
Headington Quarry Morris Dancers, Bampton Traditional Morris Dancers and
Handsworth Traditional Sword Dancers . Singers and musicians include Martin
Carthy, Chris Wood and Magpie Lane , more contemporary dancers include Rivington
Morris , The Outside Capering Crew, Flagcrackers of Craven as well as Stepback and
Jack in the Green . The actors are Dave Plimmer and Jim Woodland and the show has
been put together by Mike Bettison , Sue Swift, and Jim Woodland with help from
Derek Schofield and Sally Wearing .
With such an action packed show, it won 't be possible to convey every aspect of Cecil
Sharp' s contribution to the revival of folk music, song and dance, but it will illustrate
the atmosphere prior to Sharp, the historic meeting and what has happened since. And
if you ' re not too keen on history , don 't worry, there will be plenty of laughter and
thrills not to mention good morris dancing I
The extent of the morris dance legacy that Sharp and Neal have left us is amply
demonstrated in the rest of Sidmouth ' s festival programme . High standards and
inspiring performances will be seen in the John Gasson Memorial Solo Jig
competition , a stunning eclipse in the form of a morris party , morris and torchlit
processions , one of the biggest massed stands ever as well as sword and morris pub
tours . And, of course , there are workshops for everything and everyone . We all think
about the next generation of morris dancers - there will be plenty in Sidmouth during
the first week of August , learning like mad and enjoying every moment
One hundred years ago Cecil Sharp was searching for something to fill his life . He
described 1899 as the turning point in his life and the beginning of the folk music
revival. When he died in 1924, he felt his work was unfinished but we now know that
he had prepared the foundations well . Traditional morris teams such as at Bampton
and Headington continued to flourish, new teams started and the first morris
organisation evolved together with the amalgamation that formed the English Folk
Dance and Song Society .
As we approach the year 2000 , his work is still unfinished but now has a life of its
own . We don't have to remember our roots to enjoy dancing today but next time you
do dance, spare a thought for the dedication of the few who made it all happen .
Sue Swift.
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R.EVIE'N
S AND NE'NS
The 1999/2000 Folk Directory
The Folk Directory - now in its thirt y-fifth edition - will be no stranger to those who
have found previous copies invaluable . Giving details of the role of The English Folk
Dance and Song Society, their publications and activities , a listings of national and
local folk festivals and the dates of the traditional Customs , such as when is the
Helston Furry Dance performed .
The prime purpose of the directory is to provide useful contact names and addresses
(phone , fax & e-mail) . It lists Count y by County probably all the local barn dance ,
step dance , music , song and morris clubs , including a lot of Morris sides who are not
members of one of the Morris Organisations and so not listed in their directories (very
useful) , along w ith some of the regular monthl y local dances such as the Knees up at
C# and the Haddenham ceilidhs.
It has a whole host of useful addresses for Tourist Boards , Societies , Museums and
Libraries etc . A classified section to put you in touch with anyone from a folk dance
band , caller , instrument maker /repairer to a music teacher or a recording studio .
This year the directory has been extended to include a new green section dealing with
the Press and the Media , giving addresses and contacts ranging from the Daily
Telegraph via the British Journal of Ethnomusicology to BBC Radio Orkney.
Although strangel y it does not relate how to get paid exorbitant fees to appear on the
Generation Game !
Clive A llen
May 1999

Anyone interested in obtaining a copy should call EFDSS at Cecil Sharp House on
0171 485 2206 ( fax 0171 284 0534) or write to 2 Regents Park Road , London NW l
7 AY ; it costs £5 .50 in UK , postage is extra.

Absolutely Classic - The Music of William Kimber
This has been released to celebrate the centenar y of the meeting on Boxing Day 1899
between Cecil Sharp , the Headington Quarry Morris Dancers and William Kimber ,
their Anglo -concertina player. The team were one of the few traditional teams
dancing at that time and Cecil Sharp was a collector of "folk " - mainl y songs at the
time , it must be said . Kimber was later invited to London to teach the dances and this
played a large part in the revival of English Folk music and dance ... leading
eventuall y to the English Folk Dance and Song Societ y.
This should have something for most morris enthusiasts - whether you want to listen
to the historical recordings of Kimber ' s playing, listen how the style has or hasn 't
changed over the years, recognise how many good tunes came out of Headington
12
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Quarry Morris , look at archival footage of the Headington team dancing. I asked a
couple of friends to comment too, since we all have such different interests in aspects
of the morris.
The format is CD-ROM - the music content being enhanced with pictures and text.
However, if you don't have a computer capable of "playing" the text, it' s still a
good listen. You do have to be fairly computer-literate to work through it all - I had
problems with the interactive picture! The sound level was not that well balanced
between the recorded spoken sections and the music ; presumably differing quality of
storage media. The accompanying booklet , edited by Derek Schofield , is full of
pictures and information about the dances and Kimber himself
One minor niggle - I found the background "paper " covered with facsimile copies of
Kimber ' s signature which was used for the explanatory text detracted from the ease of
reading the information .
"What a 'danceable ' quality his playing has. I can imagine Headington Quarry
dancing. His style was brisk, tight and 'full of music' . The tunes make you want to
dance rather than just listen and interspersed are several talks : he speaks in a rich
Oxfordshire accent - musical in itself The contrast with the current Headington
Quarry musician , John Graham, who has a more business-like way of playing and,
finally , the rich tones of John Kirkpatrick ' s playing add to the diversity of the CD .
The modern video of Headington Quarry shows what a timeless quality the team
have. " - JG
If anything , I haven't been able to listen to the music for long enough - but it was
interesting to hear how little changes over the years . The speed is approaching 100
beats a minute - but that ' s Headington Quarry for you They 're always a pleasure to
watch - neat, brisk An image of how most teams danced at one time? Maybe there
is something about what is familiar to you - these days most Cotswold teams boast a
melodeon player while concertina players as main musicians are , I think , less
frequently seen and heard . Some of the tracks date from towards the end of his life,
when he must have been getting somewhat frail and less able to put quite so much
punch into things . I must confess to tapping my feet most strongl y when the John
Kirkpatrick track started I
For musicians , there are transcriptions of Headington tunes as played by Kimber ,
together with an analysis of his musicianship by Dave Townsend and Andy Turner ,
both well known musicians who have included playing for the morris in their
repertoire. There are some interesting comments on the harmonies used by Kimber unfamiliar to our ears. It is often forgotten that Kimber was an ideal musician as he
was also a fine dancer and knew what the other dancers would be wanting from the
music .
For singers , a few folk songs sung ( and played) by Kimber.

I didn ' t know all of

them but then I'm more into dances than songs.
For historians, the text accompanying the work is full of detail and I found both the
archival photos and cine/video clips a pleasure to scan through

13
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"Willam Kimber was not on one series of photos as they were taken on a Monday
while he was at work. By contrast to the later photos , in 1909, he looks so young . The
classic , posed photo of Kimber dancing his handkerchiefs are held aloft and he looks
so strong and virile - what we try to aim for today. By the l 920 ' s, his hair has turned
grey, which could be partly caused by bereavement: loss of friends and family .
Alongside a photo of Kimber and ' Jinky' Wells there was discussion about when they
met for the first time : as in modern times , it could be at a traditional event such as
Bampton on Whit Monday . Throughout the photos is an image of a neat and dapper
man." -JG
The human element - I loved Kimber ' s rather astonished response to the idea that
anyone should want to come and take down the tunes - and the way in which it was
done .... "never been so surprised in all my life" . There was a strong element of
loyalty and friendship - a dedication in a book from Sharp, "to my old friend and
pupil" . Fairness in defining the role of women dancers in the early years ; " . if it
hadn 't been for the ladies .... who started the morris in London in the first place? ....
why shouldn 't they dance? ". Also he comments on how dancers should , "keep your
mouth shut" when dancing - a comment which one of our musicians (CA) noted to
me as a habit not often followed by our team I
Finally , for those people of whom there must be several out there , who don 't even
know why anyone should be making a fuss about a hundred years since some old
collector chap spent Christmas with his in-laws at Headington - this is an excellent
chance to sort out myth from facts and add to your background knowledge when
faced with a member of the public who asks, how old is the morris ? where does it
come from ? etc .
Altogether an interesting and informative collection and a pleasure to own . Ask for a
copy for Christmas , and listen to it on Boxing Day- it would be appropriate!
Beth Neill, with additional comments fr om Jill Griffiths and Clive A llen
June 1999

Anyone interested in obtaining a copy should contact EFDSS , details above . The CD
costs £14 .99 plus £1 p&p [except to members of the Morris Ring who can get it for a
small discount , since this production was partly sponsored by them]

Dancing in the Millennium

Cal/for proposal s for a conference to be held from July 19 to 23, 2000 in Washington
D. C

This conference is aimed to bring together all organisations concerned with dance ,
wanting to bring together such people as archivists , notators, dancers , historians ,
therapists and educators . There will be exhibitions, performances and workshops
The Prom-am
Committee welcomes submissions which reflect artistic , research and
0
professional interests in dance; specificall y if they address specific issues relating to
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the broader dance field - proposals for working groups (and ideas for contacts who
work in related fields) - such as early dance , education , ethnicit y .
Proposals must be submitted by September 15th 1999.
For further details contact:
Carol G Marsh , ''Dancing in the Millennium"
School of Music UNCG, PO Box 26167 , Greensboro , NC 27402-6167 , USA
Phone (US area code) 336- 334- 5789
e-mail c marsh @uncg.edu

Calling all musicians!

"Hands on Music" , under the direction of Dave Townsend , is advertising these
forthcoming workshops as of interest to morris musicians - in particular the
following
Concertinas at Witney

25/26 September 1999

Melodeons at Witney

13/14 November 1999

Accordions at Witney

12/ 13 February 2000

All courses are non residential; venue is the Henry Box School in Witney, close to the
A40 near Oxford. Weekend fee is £55 - find your own accommodation (although a
list is sent upon booking)
For further information , send SAE to
Hands on Music Weekends
PO Box 1162
East Oxford D .0 .
OX44WS
Or phone 01865 714778
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N\EN\ORIESOF KIJ'J\BER
Simon Pipe attended the launch of the new William Kimber CD at Headington Quarry
one evening in May - ostensibly covering the launch for the local BBC radio station ;
he found some wonderful characters in the audience . He was lucky enough to catch
them in a talkative mood and by keeping his tape recorder going for far longer than
the assignment required , was able to capture some of their memories and pass them
on to Morris Matters. .
well, he ' s a morris dancer isn't he - and what do
they like talking about?

It was cup final night and in the bar of The Mason's Arms in Headington Quarry ,
regulars were glued to the big screen , their frequent cheers supplemented
those of the men playing Aunt Sally in the garden. But it was inside the
room beyond that the loudest applause could be heard that evening , at The
Arms at least. The morris luminati were gathered , for the launch of the new
Kimber CD .... And only a few sneaked out for updates from the bar.

later by
function
Mason's
William

The soccer players making history for Manchester United that night have enjoyed
stardom of a kind unknown when William "Merry" Kimber was alive ; but it's unlikely
that in a hundred years from now , their fame will live on in quite the way Kimber's
does. And while the defeat of Barcelona excited millions around the world , I don't
suppose anyone will look back on the night United won the triple and say that it was a
cultural turning point .... that , like Sharp's meeting with the Headington Quarry Morris
Dancers, it was the birth of an international movement.
Kimber is barely known outside the morris and folk communities today , but as Derek
Schofie ld told the gathering at The Mason's Arms , there was a time when he was truly
a celebrity, the subject of national media attention . His music was acclaimed , but he
was just as renowned for his fine, upright dancing (a reviewer in Musical Times
described him in 1911 as "nothing less than a Greek statue
his grace and
movements are absolutely classic") . The booklet Derek has written to accompany the
CD gives a full biography of the man known as The Father of the Morris, and shows
just how influential he was over many decades.
It's remarkable that the morris - so widely denigrated today - once brought high
honour to ordinary folk from an obscure community in Oxfordshire . Derek quotes
Kimber's own telling of one story
"But the best that I can remember as I enjoyed most, was when we danced before
King Edward and Queen Alexandra and the rest of the Royal Family at Chelsea
Pensioners' Hospital. It was a grand day and it turned out a success with me and the
students from the Polytechnic .... But after it was over , we went to tea in a marquee. I
sit with Mr Sharp and two more ladies and on my right was the King and Queen
Alexandra . After we'd had tea King Edward turned to me, he said, 'I've no doubt ,' he
said, 'Kimber ,' he said, 'that I've seen your father dance in Oxford when I was at Christ
Church.' I said, 'I know you have, Your Majesty , because I've heard my father talk
about it.' "
Derek's booklet is full of such stories - some more remarkable , perhaps , than others .
16
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It makes absorbing reading , and there will be few in the morris who have nothing to
learn from it.
As Derek reminded us during his talk, having tracked down an elusive record , a
sickly -sweet re-working of Headington Quarry's "Country Gardens" even made it into
the pop charts . We laughed at it. Percy Grainger's orchestral setting of the same tune
met with a disdainful response from a less-than-merry Kimber: "All he's done was to
murder it."
Derek illustrated his talk with recordings of Kimber's own playing - highl y
distinctive, and quite unlike the music to which the morris is danced today . John
Kirkpatrick has contributed a track to the CD and practised hard to emulate Kimber's
style. In the album notes , he recalls his first impressions on listening to hearing the
archive recordings:
"At first hearing, Kimber's music seemed rather starchy and
straight-laced to my arrogant young ears ... and taken at an incredible lick."
Morris tastes have changed , and whilst the music is undoubtedly worth hearing for its
historical value, and for the insight it offers into the character of the Headington
Quarry tradition at least , man y present-day dancers and musicians may find it is not
an easy listen . These differences with the modern styles have been exercising the
mind of Dave Townsend , of Mell stock Band fame
"I was asked to do some transcriptions of Kimber 's music for the CD booklet ," Dave
told me during the evening. "In fact , to be truthful , I asked Derek if I could do them.
Kimber's playing was so complex , and so full of vitality and so full of unexpected
things , I thought it would be a good idea to write it down so people could really see
what was going on in the music. I was amazed at how much more there was when I
came to actually transcribe the music . In fact it got so complex I had to get someone
else , Andy Turner [of M agpie Lane and Geckoes ], who plays Anglo concertina, to
help me work out how Kimber was doing the things that he did".
"It's lovely , light , brisk , neat playing ... so unlike most playing that you hear these
days. It's so full of vitality. They seemed to have danced quite fast , and he played
quite fast for them to dance to ... this is music that gets you off the ground" People
playing for morris these days are often thinking about the music of the melodeon
revival particularly , which was more perhaps to do with social dance than morris
music ; and also thinking about the music for the more spectacular, high-capering
traditions , like the Longborough tradition represented by Old Spot Morris, for
example. I think people have forgotten the sheer excitement that can be got from
dancing neatl y and briskly . "There 's a lot to be said for listening to the music that's
there on Kimber's recordings.
His playing is, in so man y ways , completely
definitive ."
The present-da y Headington Quarry M orris Dancers also feature on the CD, and
naturally , they were present at the launch to dance once again. They performed
dances including Rigs o 'M arlow and Bean Setting, just as, it's belie ved, their
predecessors did at Sandfield Cottage in 1899 .
As the y stripped off baldricks afterwards , the Quarry dancers agreed it had been a
night said to stir pride in the team's history . Peter Davies is the side's present bagman .
17
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"I was in Margaret Road School," he said, "and I was tau ght to dance by William
Kimber , in the 1950s. He was a grand old man. His son used to come and teach as
well . He used to drink a fair old ration. Mind you, we all drank in our younger days.
It was a good excuse to be able to go in the pub under-age when you were a moms
dancer - always admitted in kit "
It was the same pub then as on this evening - different landlord , though , and they
didn't show football matches in those days. "I'm very proud of it," said Peter , "and
glad it had a help in building the morris revival."

John Graham had also learned the morris from William Kimber , at Headington
Secondar y School. He's been the principal musician for the side since William
Kimber died on Boxing Day, 1961, and in the album notes , says he has based his own
playing on the dotted rhythms of his great teacher.
Alan Kimber- Nichelson started out as a folk dancer before taking up the morris and
then marrying into the Kimber family. "Of course , being connected to the Kimber
family is something of an interest ," he said. "The tradition is here in Headington , we
keep things going .... and a good few of the members have been dancing now for over
fifty years ."
Quarr y dancers can't help but be aware of the special place their side has in the
morris , but for all that , their motivations in dancing are the same as those of many
throughout the world. "I think , the comradeship ," said Terry Mills . "We all get
together and it holds families together as well ... you know. We've had very good
times together. My wife [Jacqueline] is a Kimber. Her uncle danced and her father
was a fool once for the side, and so there's quite a connection there with our family. "
There'd been special applause , during the dancing , for one man who was almost dutybound to perform a jig : Chris Kimber- Nichelson , the great-grandson of the man who
taught the morris to Mary Neal and the girls of The Esperance League . "I've been
dancing with the team he founded since I was six years old," he said "so I've been
dancing 17, maybe 18 years . It's very nice to be associated with a figure who was so
important in history , really. You do get asked to speak and you do get asked to
perform dances on a number of occasions and quite often people make a point of who
you are, so it's a little bit of added pressure ."

"If William Kimber was to see the morris dancing today, and the show that we've
performed tonight , I think that he'd be quite pleased with the way things have gone .
I've no doubt he'd pick us up on a few point s but I think generall y, he'd be quite
happy."
My longest conversation of the evening was with Jimmy Gordon , a Scotsman now in
his nineties and revelling in memories of his long involvement with an English
tradition . He 'd come to Headington

Quar ry as a w ood w ork teacher at M argaret Road

School, having secured the job , it seemed , largely because of the morris : "When I got
the job at Headington , William Kimber used to be at the school every week , teaching
the boys in his morri s dancing team. I wasn't very good at job interviews but anyhow,
I was there in the headmaster's room , and my rival for the job was a student from
Loughborough , so I was a self-taught teacher and I thought I'd got no chance against
18
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this Loughborough rival. But I didn't know that the headmaster was for me because
he knew I played the fiddle and would be able to play with William Kimber. ' I got the
job and W illiam used to come to school every Thursda y, I think it was."
Jimm y recalled escorting Kimber to his home round the corner at four o'clock one
winter 's day. "He wa s a wee bit tottery , so I said , 'Oh , take care , William , there's tw o
steps here'. "
Mr Kimber - a brickla yer by trade , who laid the foundation stone of Cecil Sharp
House - didn 't need telling . He stepped back , surve yed the school , and demonstrated
that he knew the bui lding better than most. "He looked up and he said , 'I built that ,
from there to there , and old Charlie so-and -so built that from there '. "
There w as a similar experience in Oxford "We went to Morris M otors pavilion .
it's going to be condemned now . We were going perform there with the boys , so I
arrived there , and oh yes, we stop outside the bui lding and he looked up and said , 'I
laid the first brick here myself '."
I pressed Jimm y for more anecdotes . He thought a while and came up with a gem.
"We w ere out at a village , Little Wittenham. One night we were playing with the
morris -dancing men in the local pub , and there was an old local with his fiddle there ,
trying to play in with him , and of course they wouldn't wear that , you see. So the y
thought , 'How can we silence him ?', and thi s is what they did. He went to the toilet
and left his bow and fiddle on the table , and w hen he'd gone they got a candle , and
rubbed it up and down on his bow. So he didn't play any more ." Jimm y laughed.
"It's a good one , isn't it?"
Evidentl y, in old age , Merry Kimber 's memor y began to fade. "William was just over
80, and he was beginning to forget. I've got sympath y with him now because I'm 90.
Sometimes he cou ldn 't remember the tunes , and I had to remind him , just to start
them , to give him a start . And that happens to me now ."
By the time Jimm y had finished , many of the guests were departing. I caught one just
as she was being helped up some steps in her wheelchair. She was tired , but beaming .
"My name is Sophie Lynch ," she said , "and I'm M ister Kimber's daughter . I
remember my dad years ago when w e used to sit and watch him pla y and dance .
That's all I kno w, lovie ."
Ho w had she felt, hearing such fine talk about her father , and watching the dancing
again ? "Oh , it was a lovely show toda y . I did like that very much . That brought back
happ y memories . Yes ..... lovel y . "
Simon Pipe
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On, "The Forgotten Mary Nea/1'

The instructions for ''Rak es of
Mallow" are intere sting:Start on left foot
Hop down four , back four , tap twice
Do wn four, back four, tap twice
OK if you know the dance or have
seen it but ..

Shirley Dixon makes some very good
points in her article . My late mother in-law was taught Morris by one of
Mary Neal ' s teachers . All she could
remember was, "circle-circle down and
up" to the tune of Headington Quarry ' s
"Blue Eyed Stranger " Miss Florence
Warr en was the teacher. I wonder
what effect Sharp and Neal ' s quarrel
had on the Morri s?

How I agree with the paragraph in
Shirley' s article about putting hard
work into practices and learning style.
Unfortunatel y nowada ys, there are lots
of so-called morris dancers who just
wave hankies and jingle bellpads , airyfairily.
Let us hope that future
"courses " include proper stepping ,
carriage , traditions , timing etc etc l

I have both Esperance books and the
instructions need a lot of interpretation .
In 1906 Mary Neal, in conjunction
with the Board of Education , started
dancing classes for, "elementar y"
school teachers , the syllabus including ,
"morris dancing, reels, lilts and other
country dances ". Mary Neal says her
first impressions as she watched two
countrymen who came to teach her
girls were -"freedom , cleanness , sturdy
vigour , robust jollit y, with a tota l lack
of self-conscious posturing or of
anything finnick y or dainty!"

Norris Winstone
February 1999

Editors note - it has been suggested we
turn
this
section
into ''N orris
atter s"l 111
On Jigs
As a morris dancer , aged 22, I have
seen how difficult it is to encourage us
younger people into dancing . When I
joined (Frome Valley), most of the
team were at least 20 years older and I
wondered how it would be possible to
continue the tradition if new members
were not being recruited . I turned to
jigs seeing this as a way in which I
could dance alone or with others to
continue the morris theme . .. When I
dance with just one dancer I am always
trying to be more flambo yant,
energetic and if possible imaginative -

A lady on the staff of one of the
Colleges of Physical Training told
Mary N eal that to make the Morris
dance more graceful and more suited
to modern use, she had modified the
dances here and there to make them
prettier - then she saw an Esperance
performance ' - and saw her variations
were not morris .
Instructions
given for stepping presumabl y Headington - are :1 bar spring on the right foot
spring on the left foot
spring on the right foot
hop on the right foot

as if a

duel w as in place .

Since I

joined Frome we have had some new
young members , which is good to see.
I won 't stop jigging .
Danny Leggett
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On caption competition
(new reader s need to borro w a copy of
volume 18, number l , in which a photo
of a fairly long-establi shed men ' s team
were dressed a little scantily at a
morris evening)
''Hope they won 't play football with a
school for the blind" [explanation their footballs have bells in them to be
heard !]
"Where ' s John ? ''H e ' s just gone for a
tinkle "
"I always thought they were padded "
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